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Questions? Want to contribute to the newsletter? 
 
Patty Geisinger at pattyjoeg@sbcglobal.net 
 
Membership New Membership Benefits!!! 
Membership must be renewed unless you are a lifetime member!  Please consider joining or renewing 
for 2021!  Here is the link to the website.  Fill out the form and submit at your chosen level and you 
will be redirected to PayPal.  You will receive 2 vinyl TCKRA stickers, a 2021 TCKRA Magnet Fridge 
Calendar, a free parking pass for the new Fentress Amigos Beach and the TCKRA Newsletter before 
everyone else!  Thank you for supporting Texas paddling sports! 
 

Join the TCKRA now! 
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About the TCKRA 

 

The Texas Canoe and Kayak Racing Association is a statewide club for persons interested in paddle 

sport racing. The primary focus of the club is USCA and ICF class marathon racing, but other 

disciplines of paddle sports are promoted through TCKRA Race Calendar 

In 1971 a group of canoe paddlers with an interest in canoe and kayak racing joined together and 

formed the TCRA (which later evolved into the TCKRA). During the past years the organization has 

grown to one of the largest canoe and kayak clubs in the state. The club is now recognized as the voice 

for canoe racing in Texas and its members have gained national recognition. Each year the TCKRA 

participates in approximately 20 canoe races and the TCKRA also organizes and sponsors the Texas 

State Canoe and Kayak Racing Championship Series. These championship level race events 

compliment the other annual racing events by recognizing the top competitors in a variety of paddle 

sport disciplines and classes.  

 

Whether you are a novice paddler, intermediate or seasoned racer, TCKRA is a great way to meet new 

people, improve your skills and get out on the river. Our membership spans the state and varies 

widely by age, gender, skill-level and boat type; even our working careers and professions.  We also 

share a great deal in common-the competitive spirit and an enduring love of the water. 

 

Your annual dues help fund events and activities throughout the year and around the state.  

By joining the TCKRA you enjoy the following benefits: 

 8 championship races, (Unlimited, Aluminum, USCA and ICF, Surfski) 

 The Martindale Triathlon 

 Spring and fall river cleanups 

 Newsletter 

 Annual banquet 

 Paddling clinics – free to TCKRA members 

 2 TCKRA decals for every member 

 A 2021 TCKRA wall or fridge magnet calendar 

 A 2021 TCKRA parking pass at Fentress Amigos Beach and Staples 

 A TCKRA membership will give you a voice in the racing community and allow us to continue 
to promote canoe and kayak racing in Texas.  

 
Our members paddle kayaks and canoes crafted from wood, plastic, aluminum, carbon and Kevlar. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

http://tckra.org/events/
http://www.martindaletriathlon.com/
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2021 TCKRA Officers and Board of Directors 
 

Officers 
Nathan Tart (President) 

Shannon Issendorf (Vice President) 
Grady Hicks (Treasurer) 

Patty Geisinger (Secretary) 
 

Board Members 
Sandy Yonley 
Kaitlin Mynar 

Holly Orr 
Jay Daniel 
Ed Jones 

David Kaiser 
Alternates  

  
Brian Jones 

Morgan Kohut 
 
 

2021 Race Calendar 
 

(Editor’s Note:  We will continue to update the 2021 Race Calendar as soon as information on the races becomes 
available.) 
 

 
June 13th  – 58th Annual Texas Water Safari, Spring Lake San Marcos to Seadrift, 9am 
July 10th –   TCKRA USCA State Championship and SUP Race, TBD 
August 7th –Neches Wilderness Race, Palestine Tx, 8am 
Aug. 14th -   Kanoe Klasika, Smithville to Plum Park, Tx  9 am 
Aug. 21st –   Up & Back Boat Race, Junction Tx – South Llano River, 9 am 
Aug. 28th –  TCKRA State Aluminum Championships, FM 969 Bridge to Bastrop, 9 am 
Sept. 4th –  Colorado River 100, Bastrop to LaGrange, 8 am 
Sept. 18th – Junior TX Water Safari, San Marcos to Staples, 9am 

 
 

Letter from the TCKRA President 
Nathan Tart 

 

 

To all racers and team captains, 
 
As we approach the 58th Annual Texas Water Safari, we wish each of you a successful and safe time on the 
river.   We will all be cheering for you as you paddle towards the finish line.   This race community is 
competitive, but also extremely supportive, so please never hesitate to reach out and ask for help or advice 
along the way.   I look forward to sharing stories at the finish! 
 
See you on the River!    
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Upcoming Races 

 
TCKRA USCA State Championship & SUP Race 

July 10th, 2021 

8:30 am 

 
 
The TCKRA USCA state championship and SUP race will be held Saturday July 10th at Zedler Mill Park. Men’s C2 will 
be about 9 miles long (2 laps).  All other races will be about 4.5 miles long. 
 
Race course: Zedler Mill boat ramp to buoy turn 2.25 miles upstream and back.  
 
Race schedule: 
 
7:30am  Registration 
8:15am  Pre-race meeting 
8:30am  Men’s C1/Women’s C2/SUP 
10:00am  Mixed C2 
11:00am  SUP Awards 
11:30am  Men’s C2 two laps/ Women’s C1 
12:30pm  Kids C2 race 
1pm   Lunch/Awards 
 
Awards: 
SUP: first place Men’s and Women’s 
C1/C2- 1st/2nd Men’s and Women’s, 1st place Masters 
 
Registration link we be up on the TCKRA website soon! https://tckra.org/event/2019-tckra-usca-state-championships/ 
 

 
Howdy Novices!! 

Patty Geisinger  
 

Thanks to Brian Jones for starting this neat tradition! A way to get to know some of the Novices and 1st time 
paddlers in the TWS!  After a year of Covid, no 2020 Safari and Low water and now High water, this year’s 
Safari will be such a welcome event!  We have little doubt that it’s going to be an epic adventure for most of 
you.  There are 24 teams registered Novice in the race. I also reached out to some solo folks as well! We’ve 
enjoyed having some at our TCKRA and MAC races over the past year, so I sent our questionnaire to as many 
teams as I could locate (added a photo if I had one) so we could get to know them, be ready to cheer for them, 
and encourage them. Good luck to all 148 teams racing to Seadrift this year! 
 

https://tckra.org/event/2019-tckra-usca-state-championships/
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Embrace the Suck 
Boat # 6 – Bruce Beall & Lee Lichlyter - New Braunfels, TX 
Goal:  Lee - We have a list of goals on the back of our team shirts.   Among them include “Don’t club your partner with a 
paddle”.  Being our first TWS, we obviously want to finish and do the best we can.   We had hoped to only spend two 
nights on the water, but it could be three.   And if a few things go well, we are aiming to place in the Novice class.   
Bruce- 1. Don’t Die 2. Spend as few nights as possible 3. Don’t club your buddy with paddle 4. Don’t get lost 5. Finish! 
How much have you trained? Lee - Pretty much every weekend since mid-February with some back-to-backs.  We’ve 
run every section of the river at least once, but of course it’s probably changed with the recent rain.   Strength and core 
training during the week.  Bruce - I trained last year for the race before it was cancelled. Started training again this year 
in late February. Also took some lessons from Holly last year in preparation for the race. 
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  6th Novice (71st overall) with a time of 5:14:00 
Type of Boat: Alumacraft Voyager 
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience: Bruce - I raced the MR 340 last year with a guy I found on the 340 FB 
page since my buddy had to drop out at the last minute.  I also completed the Colorado 100.  Lee - hasn’t done a canoe 
endurance race, but has done a marathon, a cycling century, and a remote unsupported canoe adventure in Canada’s 
Atikaki Provincial Park 
What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race?  Lee-Mostly Spiz, with gummies, Pringles, Trail Mix, and pickle 
juice sprinkled in. Bruce - Spiz with some snacks along the way just for a little taste variety. 

What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish? Lee-A patch   Bruce- My baby (Jennifer)who also is my TC. 
Interesting Training Stories: Lee-Coming up on a horse standing in the middle of the river at 4am somewhere upstream 
of the Guadalupe confluence was interesting.  Is it real or imagined?  Real!  And a small gar jumping into the boat and 
landing on my feet around the 3 o’clock cut was exciting.  Bruce - Coming up on a horse standing in the middle of the 
river at 4am somewhere upstream of the Guadalupe confluence…yep that was interesting! Also, the realization that you 
need serious cow calling skills to get the herd to quit blocking the river so you can get through sometimes LOL! 

 
 
Nice Racks (boat is named Gema) 
Boat # 17 – Ha Nguyen & Felicia Ziegler- Houston TX 
Goal:  Ha- My goal is to raise awareness of the sport, add value to the great sportsmanship, finish within the deadline, 
no injuries and still be friends with my partner after the race. Felicia - Finish with an aluminum intact. 
How much have you trained?  Ha-We have finished 2 Texas Winter 100K since 2020. Our training has been 40-60 miles a 
week and have ramped up the mileage leading up to the race. Our team has participated in 2 MAC races and prelim 
race, paddling parts of the course a few times: three Seadrift or local bay runs, logjam areas, local night paddling and our 
own technique sessions.  Felicia - Enough, I think. I hope.*crosses fingers* *crosses toes* 
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  9th Novice (82nd Overall) in a time 5:24:42 
Type of Boat: Aluminum 
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience: Ha- I was a dragonboat paddler for over a decade before transitioning to 
canoe boats in 2019. In 2018, I had the opportunity to participate in Team USA ICF Dragonboat team for Senior A mixed 
and women. The training was intense. Typically consisted of 2 hours of regular dragon boat training followed by another 
2 hours for the ICF training on the weekends. Just to keep us on our toes, we had to take specific training classes and 1-1 
weekday sessions with the local coach to nail down the A-stroke. There was lots of land practice in between and 
different monthly diets to keep us fit training for a whole year. It was a great feeling to receive a gold medal from the 
German coach on the top of the podium as the hair of my nape rose while singing to our national anthem to my mom 
and family in the crowd. Felicia- Raising four kids has been my biggest endurance experience. 
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What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race? Ha- I plan to eat a mixtures of protein bars, fruit bars, fruit, 
chicken wraps or sandwiches and some fatty meals. My fluids will primarily be water mixed with nuun tablets.  Felicia - 
Real food and Tailwind 
What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish?  Ha- Pho dac biet. Felicia - A pillow 
Interesting Training Stories:  Ha-TWS training has provided us infinite training stories. Let’s start with animals that make 
use the animal whisperers of the Houston buffalo bayou:  spider crawling down Felicia’s hat after a logjam Felicia buying 
portabella mushrooms to feed the beaver, flying carp smacking Felicia’s ribs, Ha punching a gar from right to left as he 
jumped across the bow, alligator smacking tail at keel almost tipping us over, mamma ducks distracting us from their 
newborns, gar coming in between Ha’s feet as Felicia immediately takes a selfie photo as I panic felling vulnerable…need 
I say more. Then there are the places the boat, “Gema”, has been: completely covered in chemical foam like a foam 
party, Felicia yelling “I want my finisher’s 2021 100K hat” as she is gripping on to the boat wedged between a tree during 
while a burly muscular male paddler helps her out, paddling 3 inches deep near a herd of cattle 6 inches nearby as we 
are all staring at each other with the white in our eyes and night paddling in Seadrift during 35mph gust with thunder 
rolling in as we are praying for all gods which eventually led us to a boat ramp. There is also the new skill which has fine-
tuned our time: peeing from the bow as Felicia paddles while talking to my audience while they have their morning 
coffee. Big shout out to the paddling community, friends and family with their ongoing support and laughter of our 
adventures.  Felicia - Ha and I had a full on conversation, on the water, with the Bayou Art Museum thieves before they 
tried to loot the museum. We didn't know that they were the thieves until the next day. 

 
 
Good 
Boat # 44 – Joshua Hulin - Tyler, Tx 
Goal:  Finish! Limiting the suffering to under 70hr would be great too. 
How much have you trained?  I have been training for this at various intensity levels since July 2019…so yeah, thousands 
of miles.  
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  4th C1 (56th Overall) in a time of 4:59:40 
Type of Boat: USCA C-1  
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience: Canoe camping w/ family 
What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race? Clif bars, peanut butter, nuts, avocados, hammer gel, and ramen 
(a lot of people have recommended liquid calorie drinks, but everyone I have tried makes me vomit) 
What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish?  A thermarest 
Interesting Training Stories:  I did a lot of training with either my 3 year old or my 4 year old girls in the back of my C1. I 
know they had fallen asleep or fallen overboard when, after hours of talking my ears off, there was silence. 
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 Night Fury 
Boat # 45 – Colton Moore – Sonora, TX   
Goal:  I'd like to make it to the banquet, under 75 hours! 
How much have you trained? I've paddled a lot at Staples, I trained more last summer in hopes of running TWS 2020. 
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:   13th Solo Unlimited (66th overall) with a time of 5:10:32:  the rain helped allot! 
Type of Boat: Landik II (grandma shark) 
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience:  I was hooked on paddling after a 4 day devil's trip with some friends. I 
never imagined it would lead to an attempt at TWS. 

What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race? I'm into smoothies, spizz fits right in with those. Advice from the 
vets about tailwind and saltchews has made hydration easier. Hopefully my TC's can pick a good taco joint around Cuero 
and Victoria. 
What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish?  Maybe a hammock, and all the buddies I begged to paddle 
with me! Happy TC's that haven't been waiting too long! 
Interesting Training Stories:  Growing up on a working ranch, cattle have never bothered me. It's a different story when 
there's 40 tons of Black Angus in the river and you're paddling an egg shell boat, wondering which way they're going to 
scatter. 

 
 
 Wooder Weasels 
Boat # 47 – Ryan McNair & Amy Stansberry - Austin, Tx   
Goal:  Alan:  It’s a race – our goal is to win Novice for our sponsor Eureka Heights Brewing in Houston.  TJ:  I just want to 
make it to Swan Point in time for happy hour on Monday. 
How much have you trained Started a few months ago, been doing pretty doing day-trips most weekends and a few 
paddles in the Austin lakes during the week.   
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  17th in Novice (101st Overall) with a time of 5:46:15. 
Type of Boat: Alumicraft  
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience: Ran our first ultra (52K) earlier this year  
What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race? Peanut butter, Nuuns, sports beans, granola, cookie cake, and 
more! 
What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish?  Beer, beer, and some more beer  
Interesting Training Stories Got stuck in knee deep mud at Gonzales Dam doing our first night run - ended up taking our 
canoe for a walk in the rain covered in mud at 5am. 
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Ord Ord 
Boat # 98 – Micah Wheeler-Point Venture, TX &  Tony Krenz – Castle Rock, CO  
Goal:   75 hours or less 
How much have you trained?  We have trained every week since March, MAC races, etc. 
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  12th place Novice (89th Overall) with a time of 5:31:18 
Type of Boat: Aluminum 
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience:  Minimal 
What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race?  Water, Fruit, PB & J 
What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish?   To be determined: 200 miles in or so. 
Interesting Training Stories:  

 
 

Metal Canü 
Boat # 138 - TJ Korth (Bow), Alan Lindsey (Stern) - Houston, Texas – urban paddling at its finest 
Goal:   Finish the Safari with no bad injuries 
How much have you trained?  As much as we could.  Never enough. 
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  1st place Novice (46th Overall) with a time of 4:52:50 
Type of Boat: Alumacraft Voyager – Roy Tyrone called her a junker, we call her Christine. 
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience: Over the last few years, we’ve run pretty much all the canoe races in 
Texas except for the Safari. 
What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race?  Alan:  Gummi Bears and Red Bull.  TJ:  Coca Cola and boiled 
eggs. 
What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish?   A Eureka Heights beer, of course. 
Interesting Training Stories: There was that time, a few miles upstream of Palmetto, that TJ smacked a water moccasin 
in the face for trying to strike at his paddle.  I definitely didn’t get poison ivy on my a%&. 
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Dirty Oars 
Boat # 199 – Jerry McCarty- Lufkin TX, Evan Reilly– New Braunfels, TX 
Goal: FINISH the entire course within 80 hours, without injury. 
How much have you trained?  Very little, as we were last-minute on signing up. 
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  Did not race. 
Type of Boat: 17’ Alumacraft 
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience: Jerry - hiked the Colorado Trail for 400+ miles, within 30 days. Evan- 
sports/outdoors experience, no endurance experience.  
What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race?  H20 & Electrolyte drinks, high-energy foods, and chamoy candy 
What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish?   A cold beer. 
Interesting Training Stories: Accidentally push-polled over the head of a 14ft+ alligator, while in a 14ft skiff. The alligator 
didn't care at all, so hopefully experience this will help us remain calm for large-alligator sightings! 
 
The Spirit of Gerradstown 
Boat #304 – Louie (Richard) Talbott and Jim Talbott – Gerrardstown, WV 
Goal:  80 hours (really just want to finish). We discovered the race back in 2016 and have been trying to get the logistical 
stars to alight ever since. We're just doing it to prove that we can. 
How much have you trained?  I (Louie) currently live in Louisiana while Jim and my team captains live in VA and WV. 
Therefore, training together has been difficult. Otherwise, we've both been paddling and working out accordingly but 
our inability to train as we're going to race has plagued our preparation. 
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  Did Not Race 
Type of Boat: Grumman Aluminum 
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience: Triathlons, Marathons, Sandhurst competition and other Army stuff 
What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race?  Spiz and the typical electrolyte drinks, jerky, sports bars etc. 
What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish: My DD214 to get out of the Army. (I (Louie) will be out of the 
Army the following week and moving back to WV to be closer to family). 
Interesting Training Stories:  Swamping on the Shenandoah River in early spring a few years ago when we thought we 
would be able to participate in that year’s TWS. It was cold and we had winter coats and boots on, and hadn't 
anticipated the need for life jackets and thus were not wearing them. We lost most of our equipment and camping gear, 
including cell phones. Luckily we were able to hang on to the boat as the water was cold enough that our extremities 
became progressively useless. Luckily we drifted to the bank where we laid in the sun for a moment, contemplated how 
we could have drown, inventoried what gear we still had and began paddling  the final 10 miles. We then went to best 
buy to spend nearly $1000 on new phones. We learned a few lessons the hard way. 
 
WAP: Wet Ass Paddlers 
Boat # 420 – Morgan O’Hanlon & Karyn Remsing - Austin, TX   
Goal:  Crossing my fingers for under 70 hours (I’d love to make the banquet!) but really we’re just trying not to die by 
water, tree, snake or alligator. 
How much have you trained?  I’ve been training on and off for a year and a half. I started paddling November 2019 to 
get ready for the doomed 2020 Safari. After that was cancelled, I started my Safari season early by paddling with the 
Lower Brazos Riverwatch and training for the Texas Winter 100k. 
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  I did the Prelim solo so my placement and time won’t count since we are going 
tandem. 
Type of Boat: Aluminum 
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience: I ran cross country in high school and did a half marathon a few years 
back. Beyond paddling races in the past year and the Martindale triathlon, I keep myself fit by jogging the Town Lake 
trail and pole dancing! 
What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race? We’ll be eating croissant sandwiches, salted avocados, fruit cups, 
trail mix and other solids for as long as we can! We’ll also be drinking water, Nuun tablets, Spiz and gatorade 
What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish:  A big cooler of ice cold beer! 
Interesting Training Stories:  Nothing crazy out-of-the-ordinary has happened to me — I’ve seen a hordes of hogs cross 
the river, a shitload of snakes, and floating yellow eyes at night — but the most extraordinary thing has been all the 
people who have helped me figure out the ins-and-outs of this race. Until a few weeks ago, I’d planned on doing the 
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race solo and I was overwhelmed by the amount of information I had to digest on my own. The community has really 
welcomed me and helped so much with shuttling, equipment suggestions, route tips and allowing me to jump into extra 
seats. I hope to pay it forward in the years to come!  

 
 
 
Flat Squirrel 
Boat # 514 – Spencer & Janae Fuller – New Braunfels, TX, TC- Tommy Duran 
Goal:  To do something super cool and challenging together 
How much have you trained? Dryland for over a year, in water for 4 months. 
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  Did Not Race 
Type of Boat: Aluminum Voyager (rented from Paddle with Style) 
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience:  This is the first. 
What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race? Spiz for Spencer and Tailwind for Janae 
What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish?  Spencer: a cheeseburger and a Coke, Janae: a shower 
Interesting Training Stories:  So we learned  NOT to train in San Marcos on a Saturday afternoon when the weather is 
warm...WAY TOO MANY TOOBERS!! Got stuck waiting on the river to clear and made the total run to Staples much 
longer than we were expecting. 
 
Mens Big and Tall 
Boat # 762 – Austin Bodin & Aaron Zwahr – San Marcos, TX 
Goal:  It would be nice to see the Award Ceremony 
How much have you trained? We started training in 2019 for the 2020 Safari so we have racked up quite a few miles to 
date.  We have basically seen the entire course at least once and the areas closer to town many times.  
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  5th Novice (59th Overall) in a time of 5:00:49 
Type of Boat: Alumacraft Voyageur 
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience: Outside of the boat , we both have experience with distance running 
and other multi-sport endurance events. 
What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race We’re both fans of Bobo’s and baby food pouches and plan to 
drink mostly water but might throw some Spiz in the mix.   
What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish?  Our beloved Team Captains. 
Interesting Training Stories:  A good sized gar decided to join our team last weekend in the middle of Alligator Lake and 
we had a hell of a time getting him back out of the boat.  
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Frog Raiders 
Boat # 817 –Chad Davis (46 years) & Sammy Monge (two months shy of 60) – Ft. Worth, TX 
Goal:  Our primary goal is to finish, but we would prefer during the day on Tuesday. We also have a goal that our team 
captains enjoy their time as much as possible....they are novices as well.  
How much have you trained? We began training specifically for this in January, in the cold waters of the Trinity River in 
Fort Worth. We have paddled every weekend since late February, including our longest paddle of over 80 miles and 15 
hours straight. We know the 264 and near 80 hours (hopefully) will be the physical challenge of our lives! 
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  14th Novice (95th Overall) in a time of 5:37:38 
Type of Boat: Alumacraft Voyageur 
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience: 2016 Texas River Marathon 3rd Novice / 5:15:38   ........we were younger 

and before COVID weight gain :-)  
What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race The usual....water with electrolytes, supplements, pbj sandwiches, 
nutrition bars, and hopefully our team captains will surprise us with Whataburger once or twice. 
What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish?  Even though it may not taste the best at the time, we have 
waiting for us a limited edition bottle of sparkling rose by Canoe Ridge Vineyard 
Interesting Training Stories:  It was probably a bad decision at the time, but all turned out well. After the Prelim on May 
1, we decided to extend the training by putting back in at the Pump House and paddling just past the Salt Water Barrier. 
We experienced three downpours, a swelling river, 2 ft alligator gar jumping into the boat, intense fog, and a few log 
jams in the dark, all in an unfamiliar part of the river. 
 

      
Sammy Monge & Chad Davis      Katie Bee 

 
 
Miss Honey: 
Boat #1234 – Katie Bee – Austin, TX  
Goal:  My goal is just to finish the race and not die. 
How much have you trained?  I paddle for work so I’m already out paddling all the time but to train I’ll try and go out a 
little bit every day to work on my form and then do one long distance run each week. I also work at the gym pretty 
regularly.  
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  1st Women’s C1 (109th Overall) in a time of 6:02:03 
Type of Boat: USCA C-1 
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience: I’ve been working outdoors doing adventure stuff for years: cave 
guiding, bungee jumping, river guiding, mail-carrying. I also used to work as a GoGo dancer at electronic music concerts, 
we would dance for up to 4 hours a night, that was great endurance training. 
What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race: I plan on eating/drinking a lot of spiz and marathon gels 
What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish?  My husband with a cheeseburger and a beer  
Interesting Training Stories:  After having a few partners lined up and then fall through I made the decision to do this 
race solo, for the first time, in a C1 (which I’m still pretty new to). There have been so many hurdles I’ve had to 
overcome and so much work I’ve had to put in just to make it to the Safari. This entire training process has been such an 
interesting journey for me and I’ve learned so much along the way. 
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Los Piratas (Juana Inés de Asbaje y Ramirez) 
Boat #1251 – Alan Contrera – Southern California   
Goal:  To push my limits, to get to know myself and explore the borders of my capabilities. 
How much have you trained? Since I purchased my kayak in Halloween of last year. 
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  11th in class (53rd Overall) in a time of 4:57:51 
Type of Boat: Epic V7 Surfski 
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience: Never had done something like it before. I’d like to just consider myself 
somewhat of an athlete. I love mountain biking on my spare time as well. Hoping that will help.  
What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race: Drinking plenty of water with electrolytes and meal supplements, 
will try to abstain from heavy solid food.  
What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish?  Maybe some delicious fried catfish with fríes and hush 
puppies again like the night race. That was awesome. 
Interesting Training Stories:  Very new at kayaking in general, new to Texas also got into this sport/hobby to explore the 
beautiful waterways of this beautiful state of Texas. Moved here in mid 2019 from Southern California, lived through 
half of 2019 working very hard, then the pandemic happened and wanted to explore the outdoors. 

 
 
In Deep Ship: 
Boat #1507– Cody Nelson- Brock TX & Luke Brentlinger - Aledo, TX 
Goal:  Bucket list item and to prove to ourselves that we can do it. 
How much have you trained? Since the beginning of 2019 off and on.  
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  7th Novice (74th Overall) in a time of 5:17:19 

Type of Boat: Aluminum-Alumacraft Voyager  
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience:  This is our first!  
What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race: We are wanting to eat as much real food as possible but will also 
plan to supplement with Spiz and a few other energy foods we have trained with. 
What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish?  We both want at least 1 cold beer waiting regardless of the 
time of day!  
Interesting Training Stories:  We don’t have a ton other than flipping the canoe for our first time and getting it pinned 
up against a rock for about 10 minutes and having to rock it back and forth to finally free it. We paddled one day near 
our house on the Brazos River when it was about 105 outside and a wild hog came running to the water up in front of us. 
He came to a stop in about 2 ft of water and sat down like a dog. We had no choice but to paddle about 5ft from him 
and he never even reacted to us. In fact he stayed there until we could no longer see him. We laughed for the next 5 
miles at how stupid we were by paddling instead of being in the water as well. It was brutally hot and that pig was way 
smarter than we were. 
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Lynny and the High Cotton Express: 
Boat #1515 –Daniel Driver –Martindale, TX & Sam Driver - Nacogdoches, TX 
Goal:  Not to get in a brotherly fight along the way and make it back home to mama. 
How much have you trained? Roughly 8-10 weekend trips, mostly along various sections of the Rio Grande, San Marcos, 
Angelina, and Neches Rivers. 
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  10th  Novice (83rd Overall) in a time of 5:25:40 
Type of Boat: 17’ Aluminum 
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience:   
What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race:  Clif bars with turkey avocado sandwiches and plenty of Gatorade 
& Chicken and Sausage Gumbo and Boudin 
What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish?  Daniel-I want to see Jay Daniel with a triangle (the 
instrument) in his hands and a big smile on his face! Sam-Ice cold Lone Stars and HEB butter tortillas   
Interesting Training Stories:  Our official “training” for the water safari began with a Christmas trip down the Lower 
Canyons of the Rio Grande. On day 5, which was New Year’s Eve, we were met with 6 inches of snow and had to stay in 
the tent for 24 hours. We spent New Year’s Day making margaritas mixed with snow while huddled around the fire on 
the Rio Grande. It will probably always be one of my favorite memories. Flipping our canoe at Hot Springs on the Lower 
Canyons of the Rio Grande and watching all our camping equipment float away! 
 

 
 

Hot Yacht 
Boat # 1839...the creation of the Lone Star Flag – Thomas Manfred Schiefer – Austin TX & James Willson- Houston TX 
Goal: I want to finish and my partner wants to win our class 
How much have you trained?  We live in different cities, so we only were able to meet up once a month to explore a 
different section of the river. We called it exploring instead of training, which I really enjoyed. We did almost all 12 
sections. 
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  Did not race. 
Type of Boat: Alumacraft 
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience: We are both a part of a club that I started, that has been around for 15 
or so years called "The River Boogers," and each year we try to canoe a new river in Texas. Our goal is to eventually 
canoe every major river in Texas. Lots of experience in adventure and limited experience in racing.  
What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race?  Nachos and Dr. Pepper 

What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish?   A Bed 

Interesting Training Stories: When we attempted the final section across the bay we somehow got lost and ended up 
dragging our boat for a few miles over dry land to Hynes Bay and had to paddle around the point into the correct bay 
and finally across to Seadrift. We did a bad job on that day. 
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The Northerners: 
Boat #1851, Big Nose Kate– Nate Dicks-Minnesotan recently moved to Houston & Joshua P. Halloran– Minnesota 
Goal:  55 hours- (have no idea is this is a reasonable goal), test our mental capacity 
How much have you trained? We have trained separately due to our living in different states. Before last year’s race we 
logged a 100 miles of the river together but then it was canceled for Covid. We have only trained in the Prelim…Winging 
it to the max.  “We proceeded on.” William Clark 
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  13th Novice (93rd Overall) in a time of 5:36:25 
Type of Boat: Voyaguer 
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience:  I have paddled 2200 miles of the Mississippi river, we have spent time 
on the boundary waters and countless lakes in MN. 
What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race: Clif bars, summer sausage, SPIZ, Water/Gatorade. Sunflower 
seeds for salt replacement. Our hopes and dreams. 
What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish?  My kids, maybe a cold beer. 
Interesting Training Stories:  None to report. I guess that means all of the interesting things will happen during the race. 
 

 
 
Hayduke Lives 
Boat # 4302 – Jake Bleggi- Utah & Burke Collings- Utah (but been working in Alaska)  
Goal:  I mean the goals always to win right? Haha - but I will be stoked if we finish. 
How much have you trained? We are from Utah so there are no big rivers close to our houses so we’ve been rowing the 
lakes and ponds close by. Burke took a job in Alaska so he’s been rowing the bays and ocean a lot. 
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  Did Not Race 
Type of Boat: An old Grumman canoe. She’s a beaut. Can’t beat good ole American aluminum. 
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience: Lots of back country skiing adventures. Rowing Dorries on rivers all over 
the west, but as far as a long river in a canoe this will be a first for me.  Burke climbs. 
What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race? Lots of water and Electrolyte drinks. We are going to stay away 
from energy drinks. We haven’t planned our day by day meals yet.   
What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish? 
Interesting Training Stories:  We rowed across Utah lake in the middle of the night to get used to rowing in the dark. 
 
 
Ol’ Rock 
Boat # 2013 – Michael Pritulsky- Austin TX & Doug McCoy- Dallas TX 
Goal:  We would love to finish in less than 70 hours. But, as long as our bodies and boat don’t break and all 3 cross the 
finish line, we’ll be happy.  
How much have you trained? We have paddled off and on for about 8 years. Taking very long breaks in between as we 
went to school, moved around the country, and general life getting in the way. We started really buckling down for this 
years safari about 6 months ago. 
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  8th in Novice (80th Overall) in a time of 5:22:55 
Type of Boat: Alumacraft Voyageur 
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience:  We have a handful of running races and triathlons between the both of 
us. Safari will be harder than all, bar none. 
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What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race? Mostly Spiz and Gatorade. With some soft pre-vacc’d food 
prepared ahead of time. Planning for a big Whataburger during day 2. And pickles, oh the sweet cramp relief of our 
beloved pickles.   
What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish?  A strong tail wind. But we’ll settle for an ice. cold. beer.  
Interesting Training Stories:  Extra long training sessions with MRE’s that don’t warm themselves, gross. Seats breaking 
mid training run. Ripping a giant hole in the boat at the stern. Giant alligator gar: man-handling us like leaves in the 
wind. We’ve definitely learned what it’s like to be at the mercy of the river. We’re just going with the flow all the way to 
the bay! 

 
 
 
The Insufferables 
Boat # 2602 –Timothy Snider and son Samuel Snider- Glencoe, OK 
Goal:  Not die, finish for the banquet, get a patch 
How much have you trained? Not enough.  We live in the wrong place to be paddling enthusiasts.  We’ve made several 
multi-day trips into TX to run the San Marcos and the Guad. 
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  Did not enter.  We’re maximizing our ‘out of state’ entrant status. 
Type of Boat: Aluminum 
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience: Hiking 14ers.  Paddling Rio Grande.   
What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race? We’re still planning that. 
What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish?  A finisher’s patch. 
Interesting Training Stories:  We did the HoHoHo run Jan 2020.  Dropped the boat at the gravel bar and ran my truck 
down to Hochheim.  I failed to drop PFDs when I dropped the boat and then forgot them in the pickup.  Took the big red 
bus shuttle back and discovered my error too late- everyone was getting in the river.  I introduced myself to a ton of 
strangers and was able to acquire one PFD.  Left with choosing between two bad decisions (either being stranded at 
Gonzo with a boat but no transportation to Hochheim or going downriver with one PFD for two people), we jumped in 
and started paddling.  Halfway down, we were swept into a high current trap made of a bunch of downed trees.  Canoe 
was pinned against the trees, water too swift to backpaddle, water too deep to jump out and line the boat out.  We sat 
there 2-3 minutes – stable – and tried to weigh our options.  With one PFD between us, and with me the weaker 
swimmer, we made a plan for which shore for my son to swim to if things went bad.  Then, with me being stronger, I 
donned the PFD, climbed out onto the downed trees, and began snapping dead limbs to clear a path for the boat.  After 
about 10 minutes of that, I was able to tell Samuel to re position his weight strategically and was able to slowly 
maneuver the boat over the horizontal trunks of the trees and through the path I created.  It was slow but worked really 
well, and as I got him and the boat through, I was able to jump back in the stern and continue downstream.  We’ve 
never forgotten a PFD since. 
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Paddle Pachanga 
Boat # 2717 – Travis Salinas – Buda TX & Claybourne Ross - Magnolia, TX  (TC’s Cherylnn & Allen Dry –Victoria TX)  
Goal:  Travis: Great adventure for a native from San Marvelous, have to finish it!! Each of my kids has been playing little 
league All Stars the last five Junes. No different this year, but I lost a mentor to suicide at the end of 2020. This prompted 
me to agree to Claybourne’s race proposal.  Claybourne: Great adventure with a trusted and close friend that shares my 
craziness for the outdoors. Goal is to finish in 76 Hours, but crossing the finish line will be our primary focus.  
**Our team is using this race to raise awareness and financially support the American Society for Suicide Prevention, as 
it is something very close to our hearts.** 
 https://afsp.donordrive.com/participant/teampaddlepachanga-texaswatersafari 
How much have you trained? Off-Course training has been a mix of Concept rowing machine, lifting, jogging, cardio, and 
other sweaty things. Spending Fridays on the water running as much of the course as possible. Several day runs up – 
river between SM City Park - Palmetto. Two sessions with Holly Orr @ Paddle with Style, the Texas River Marathon, a 
night run from Palmetto to Gonzales, and some log-hopping between Victoria and Tivoli. 
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  16th Novice (99th Overall) in a time of 5:41:43 (with a short stop at the checkpoint to wake 

our team captains up.) 

Type of Boat: Alumacraft Voyager rented from Paddle with Style. Several super special hi-tech top-secret premium 
upgrades for blazing speed and breathtaking precision.  
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience: Travis: The Boundary Waters, multiple Devils and Pecos River trips, and 
coaching 11 baseball games in a weekend.   Claybourne: Countless technical tube floats down local rivers utilizing 
various inflatable craft ranging from common tire tube to more advanced unicorn floaties (each rigged with floating ice-
chest feature respectively). 
What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race? Liquid IV electrolyte mix diluted. Nilgai jerky and other fine nilgai 
products, pronghorn antelope buck sticks, and shepherd’s pie mixed in an icing bag. Sweet potatoes, avocado, pork 
chops, and a mix of power bars, chips, fruit cups, salt chews, water, Gatorade, etc. 
 What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish?  Hopefully family / friends, definitely an icy beverage that 
doesn’t have to be sucked through a 4’ hose, a shower, a soft / ant-less place to sleep, and a ride home. 10 Fingers and 
10 Toes, and no additional sting-ray barbs or reptile venom would be nice, but not required for a good time had by all.  
Interesting Training Stories:  The river was LOW through the spring, but excited and blessed to get some rain! I can’t 
believe how many good fishing spots we passed up! Countless conversations about coming back to “this pretty spot” 
with the families when we’re not hauling butt in a race, directly followed by pondered questions about why we’re doing 
this in a hurry anyway. Missing take-out points and re-aligning carpool options, as well as re-scheduling / canceling 
things we were hoping to make it home for. Yelling at all water moccasins “SHHHHAAAAAWWWWWWN” in reverent 
homage to the ill-fated river crossing that didn’t work out so well for one 19th Century Irish-Immigrant in Lonesome 
Dove. RIP Larry McMurtry. Rick Schroder’s character, Newt, is enshrined in a special duct tape frame on our trusty craft. 
Our bank crew and family will be yelling “SHHHHHAAAAAWWWWWNNN” so do don’t be confused. We are not Shawn. 
 

 
  

https://afsp.donordrive.com/participant/teampaddlepachanga-texaswatersafari
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Good Line 
Boat # 3006 – Warren Kay &  Kyndel Bennett– Austin, TX  I have lived all over the world (Born in Hong Kong, Lived in 
Paris and attended St. Stephens boarding school in Austin, this is where I met Kyndel.   He is from Donna, Texas   
Goal:  Time and not die. 
How much have you trained? We started training in November.  1-2 days a week in the boat either on Town Lake or the 
San Marcos / Guadalupe River on the weekends.  Weight training  1-2 days a week. 
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  4th Novice (57th Overall) in a time of 4:59:55 
Type of Boat: Alumicraft  
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience:  Mostly running.  I have completed The Gobi Race (ultra in the Gobi 
desert in China) and Kyndel has completed multiple marathons.  This is our first paddle race. 
What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race? Spiz, PB&J, beef jerky.   
What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish Cold beer (and family). 
Interesting Training Stories There are a lot...here are a few:  1. Our first day in a boat when we did a training session 
with Holly is memorable.  We had no idea what we were getting into.  2. We were paddling with a solo in a C-1 when a 5 
ft fish flipped his boat in Victoria.  He thought it was an alligator.  3. Paddling the bay in 15 mph winds.  4. Our first 
training run on Town Lake.  The Univ of Texas rowing coach was on the water.  Said hello as he passed us in his coaches 

boat and let us know we had our paddles facing the wrong way :-)  5. Winning the Texas 100 novice class.  

 
 
Shut Up Walter 
Boat # 4321 – Chris Pruitt -Houston TX & Charlie Agar – New Braunfels, TX 
Goal:  Finish 
How much have you trained? Not enough. Mostly carbo-loading. Oh, and Charlie is prone to bouts of insomnia, which is 
kind of like training for paddling all night, right? 

Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  Did Not Race 
Type of Boat: Alumicraft  
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience:  Chris almost completed the 72 ounce steak challenge at the Big Texan 
in Amarillo 
What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race? Whataburger, pizza, and beer 
What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish?  Golf claps from a few family members will do 
Interesting Training Stories:  We are a last-minute entry. After Chris saw a Yeti documentary about Texas Water Safari, 
he called me to ask if I had heard anything about the event. After about a one-minute phone conversation, the two of us 
were decided – we are bound for Seadrift, Chris to prove that he can do hard things and me to prove that 50 is just a 
number. We reached out to a few New Braunfels friends who’ve done the race before – James Lowe and Holly Harrison 
– and started pulling together gear and intel. No one talked us out of it even though they all hinted we might be a little 
unprepared. The first time Chris picked up the paddle on May 3, he said, “Boy, this thing is light!” and made a stroke in 
the air confidently, only with the power face in the wrong direction. We took a short lesson with Holly Orr at Paddle with 
Style, visited with the friendly folks at TG Canoes & Kayaks, and have paddled from San Marcos to Luling 90 over the 
course of a few training sessions. We only swam once. We’ve enlisted Chris’ adult kids, Ellie and Jason, as our Team 
Captains. They are up to the challenge. We are in this to push our limits and inch our way to the salt water as safely and 
expeditiously as possible. We lack training, skill, and fitness … wait, why are we doing this? … but we have one thing in 
our favor: grit. 
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Smalls 2 Talls 
Boat # 5950 –Stacey Rasco – Faucett, MO & Larry Mooney – Plattsburg MO 
Goal:  Stacey- Just to have fun. Love adventure. Larry – Finish and have a good time! 
How much have you trained? Stacey- We are always on the water for other races in Missouri- so we have just used that 
time.   Larry- Trained regularly, doing 6 races this year.  
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  Did Not Race 
Type of Boat: Grumman Canoe  
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience:  Stacey- Several top finishes of the MR340, Chattajack31 and many small 
races.  Larry – Texas Winter 100K, Shootout, MR 340, Chattajack, Freedom Race 
What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race? Stacey – Normal food and Tailwind. Larry – Water, PB & J, Clif 
Bars,  
What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish?  Stacey – A ride home! Larry- a Hot Shower! 
 Interesting Training Stories:  Stacey- I don’t really have one.  Recently flipped the canoe and that was a learning 
experience.    Larry- Learned how quick you can flip when stuck on a log. 

 
Larry Mooney, TWO 2021  Mark & Doug Howell, Texas River Marathon 2021 

 
Go For David! 
Boat # 6499 –Mark Howell & Son Doug Howell from Port Lavaca TX 
The name and the number are very personal to honor the memory of my youngest son David Howell.  He took his life in 
November 2018.  The number is his birthday, June 4, 1999. The name comes from two-way communication in a 
petrochemical plant.   When you do a radio call the sender calls out the person of interest.  The responder acknowledges 
with “Go” followed by the name.  Thus, “Go for David”.    
The Boat Name and Number came to me on New Year’s Eve 2020 while thinking about the upcoming year.  
Goal:  Finish.  Goal is 80 hours but anything under the wire is acceptable.   
How much have you trained? Probably not enough.   Doug has been finishing school at Texas A&M.  We‘ve been 
training once or twice a month on the course for over a year.  We have paddled the entire course since last Summer.   
Still not too familiar with the San Marcos River though.   Most of our runs have been from Cheapside on down. 
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  18th Novice (118th Overall) in a time of 6:27:17, we were soaked. 
Type of Boat: 17’ Aluminum Canoe 
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience:  Nothing compared to this.   Mark did the MS150 Houston-to-Austin a 
few times in the 90’s and we’ve both done Beach-to-Bay in Corpus several times.   
What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race? Water, Spizz, Pickles and pickle juice, Power Bars, Summer 
sausage, Swiss cheese, Fig Newtons (the last three have been our go-to river food for years) 
What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish?  My family.  My daughter Shaughnessy and David’s best 
friend Jimmy are our TC’s.  My wife Lauren and my sister and Dad will be there to meet us in Seadrift.  In a sense we are 
paddling home which gives us a little more incentive. 
 Interesting Training Stories:   Right after the COVID-19 pandemic started in earnest, in March 2020, Doug and I did a 
training run from Gonzales to Hochheim.  The early days of the pandemic were hectic and no one knew how bad it was 
going to be.   The river was the perfect antidote to all the hubbub.   This leg of the TWS is probably the loneliest stretch 
of river in Texas.   For 37 miles there are no bridges, no houses, no cell service, and no people.   We paddled all day 
without seeing a single person. 
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Shirtless 
Boat # 7866 – Isaac Wiegman & Aaron Fides – San Marcos TX 
Goal:  52 hours, no homicides on board. Prove something 
How much have you trained? Too much.  We are ready to be done with it if I’m honest. 
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  3rd  Novice (55th Overall) in a time of  4:59:28 
Type of Boat: Alumacraft Voyageur 
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience:  Isaac - Martindale Triathlon, Winter 100K, training for an Ironman, 

mountain biking, every possible athletic pursuit. Aaron- Winter 100K, CR 100, competitive carb consumption,  
What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race? Simple and not processed foods.  
What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish?  My stimulus check 
Interesting Training Stories:  Getting hit on by drunk women on Ladybird Lake. 

 
 
Roll Tide: 
Boat #8888 – Matt Tate – Houston, TX  
Goal:  Finish in one piece and have fun! 
How much have you trained About twice a week since January  
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  9th Solo Man (42nd Overall) in a time of 4:50:32 
Type of Boat: Surfski 
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience: Very little prior to 2021. I managed to finish the Texas Winter earlier this 
year. 
What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race: Hammer Nutrition powder, GU’s, cliff bars, and ramen 
What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish?  My wife and my baby girl 
Interesting Training Stories:  I’ve never met such a warm and welcoming group of people than the men and women in 
the Texas paddling community. Everyone has been extremely helpful and encouraging and that’s not always easy to find. 
I’m going to call at Will Leeds in particular for allowing me to go on a training run with him way back in January. I 
managed to slam into every tree stump and rock between Spring Lake and Staples, but he stayed with me and gave me 
loads of great info. 
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Team 830 Cycling and Fitness (my wife and Bruce Beall’s wife’s gym in New Braunfels) 
Boat # 8981 – Trey Golden/Brad Mynatt  (legal names Walter and Lee)- New Braunfels, TX  
Goal:    Trey- 75 hours or less. Brad – 1. Not die 2.  Finish under 75 hours  3. Finish 4. Be on speaking terms after the race 

How much have you trained?  Trey -I’m going to say NO Novice team has trained as much as us. We were 100% ready 
last year (Brad was racing with Bruce Beall and Trey with his son Collin). This year we have trained almost as much and 
we know the river.We have trained every week since March, MAC races, etc.  Brad - Plan was to attempt TWS in 2020, 
but COVID pushed our race to 2021.  Have paddled the entire course. 
Prelim Novice Placement/Time:  15th place Novice (98th Overall) with a time of 5:38:46 
Type of Boat: Aluminum 
Other Race/Adventure/Endurance Experience:  Trey- We both finished the CR100 in 2019. Trey finished the MR340 in 
the Alumacraft in 2020. Both of us have adventure racing, triathlon, and ultramarathon experience.  Brad - Several 
adventure races/ completed Spartan Trifecta 
What do you plan on eating/drinking during the race?  Trey - paddles on Gatorade’s, Diet Cokes, and 
Uncrustables.Water, Fruit, PB & J.  Brad - Peanut butter and honey sandwich is my go to/ also using Tailwind. 
What is the 1 thing you want waiting for you at the finish?   Trey - I can’t wait to see my wife Robin, my grandson Jesse, 
and have a cold Miller Lite. To be determined: 200 miles in or so.  Brad - Wife 
Interesting Training Stories: Trey - We took my grandson Jesse on several training runs.  His reports to his MiMi were 
“We almost died!”  Which was code for we went through some trees. To “They left me on a log!”  Which we did at a 
logjam between Palmetto and Gonzales.  (We went back and got him.). But it was very important that he went with us 
and sat in the middle because he discovered a hole in the boat. Thanks Duane and Alex at TG for getting us back in 
business! Brad - Training run from Palmetto to Gonzales; had a kid on the boat (what better childcare).  Luckily the kid 
was able to identify some leaks we had in the boat before the race. 
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Palmetto Hotline 
The River Guru 

 

 

 

We are less than a week out from one of the most important undertakings of your life, The Texas Water Safari.  Some 

years, getting to the start line is the most stressful part and at the time of writing this, rain is pattering on my humble river 

shack and the river is rising.  Whoever was shaking the rain stick a few weeks back needs to cut that crap out!   In the 

coming days the social media posts will be on fire with speculation of the dreaded postponement.   

So I encourage you to focus on what you can control:  Rigging, conditioning and mental preparation because in a week or 

two weeks’ time (possibly four weeks, but definitely six weeks…), you will find out how deep you can dig!  Thank you 

for sharing your journey in this special edition and remember:  

”Slow is smooth.  Smooth is fast.” 


